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NON-FICTION
The beginner’s guide to modern science.
Youniverse is a short, accessible beginners’ guide to modern science.
It’s also a travel guide. It describes in simple terms the world
you are inseparably a part of: what it is, how it works and, most
importantly, your place in it – insofar as these things are known.
The Big Bang, matter, energy, particle physics, biology, evolution
and the future of technology are the subjects. Plain speech, short
chapters, digestible chunks of information, absence of scientific
terms and equations are the style. Science is a realm of marvels.
You are going to travel through time and space – a world of the
unimaginably big and the inconceivably small.
The text has been vetted by 13 distinguished scientists, including
one Nobel Prize Winner and four Fellows of the Royal Society.

YOUNIVERSE
by Elsie Burch Donald
•
Extent: 240 pages
Rights available: World
•

PUBLISHING SEPTEMBER 2021

‘This is a fine piece of work … very entertaining and
informative. It should appeal and be useful to the generalist
who wants an overview of science.’
Sir Peter Ratcliffe, 2019 Nobel Prize winner
and head of clinical research at the
Francis Crick Institute
ELSIE BURCH DONALD is a life-long self learner. In addition
to being a successful literary novelist, she has published three
guide books, each of which became the go-to guide on its
subject.

NON-FICTION
An extraordinary autobiography.
Monique Macias is the daughter of an African independence
leader, who by a twist of fate spent her childhood in North
Korea, a guest of Kim Il Sung after her own father was
killed in a coup.
This is the story of how she struggled but ultimately
survived her transplantation to North Korea. It is a story
of paradox, where a young woman discovers that the two
men she loved as her fathers and protectors are known
to others as murderers and tyrants.

UNBELONGING
by Monique Macias
•

Extent: 320 pages
Rights available: World
•

PUBLISHING MARCH 2022

Above all, it’s the story of how a lost child – a
black African on the outside but with the language,
colloquialisms and reserved manner of a North
Korean – eventually found a place in the world.

NON-FICTION
A life story of putting down roots and finding solace
in the healing power of trees.
After years spent living in London, Ruth Pavey yearned to
reconnect with the countryside and she endeavoured to realise
her long-held dream of planting a wood, tree by tree. A Wood of
One’s Own is the story of how Pavey grew to understand and
then shape four acres of scrubland into a verdant landscape rich
with wildlife. Accompanied throughout by her evocative handdrawn illustrations, A Wood of One’s Own is a lyrical, beguiling and
inspiring story - a potent reminder of nature’s delicate balance and
its comforting and abiding presence.

A Sunday Times Book of the Year

A WOOD OF ONE’S OWN
by Ruth Pavey
•

Longlisted for the Wainwright Prize
‘A delightful account… Pavey writes with warmth and spirit,
and brings this space to life in all its details.’
Penelope Lively

Extent: 256 pages
Rights available: World English
•

RUTH PAVEY attended the Ruskin School of Drawing and

Deeper Into the Wood publishing
May 2021

Fine Art. She has reviewed books and written features for
publications including The Guardian and was a contributor to
BBC Radio 4’s programme Kaleidoscope.

NON-FICTION
A fascinating journey through the atmosphere
that will leave readers breathless.
You breathe in and out every few seconds. But what’s really in
the air all around us? From the atmosphere on distant planets
to the particles in your lungs, from holes in the ozone layer to
disappearing gases, air quality specialist and full-time breather
Dr Mark Broomfield is here to connect the dots and tell you
everything you need to know about the air we breathe. Every
Breath You Take combines scientific evidence with Mark’s personal
stories and advice on what you can do to improve air quality,
giving you the low down on what’s up high.

EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE
A User’s Guide to the Atmosphere
by Mark Broomfield
•

‘Written in an easily accessible style yet get across
important facts about the world and what we are doing
to it.’ Peter Wadhams, author of A Farewell to Ice
‘The author takes us from the atmospheres of the planets to
the air outside our front door... a fascinating read.’
Professor Duncan Laxen,
Associate of Air Quality Consultants

Extent: 320 pages
Rights available: World

MARK BROOMFIELD has a PhD in atmospheric chemistry,

Rights sold: US

and has specialised in air quality, odour and health issues since
1992, both within the consultancy sector and as an industry
specialist at ICI. This is his first book.

•

FICTION
NON-FICTION
Five orphaned siblings struggle to stay together as
the tides of war threaten to tear them apart...
What if everyone you loved was suddenly taken away?
When Germany invades France in the Second World War, the
five Laskowski children lose everything: their home, their Jewish
community and, most devastatingly, their parents who are abducted
in the night.There is no safe place left for them to evade the Nazis,
but they cling together, never certain when the authorities will
come for what is left of them.

THE YOUNG SURVIVORS
by Debra Barnes
•

Inspired by the poignant, true story of the author’s mother, this
moving historical novel conveys the hardship, the uncertainty and
the impossible choices the Laskowski children were forced to
make to survive the horrors of the Holocaust.

‘A heartbreaking yet uplifting story of loss and love...
gripping and deeply moving.’ James MacManus

Extent: 304 pages
Rights available: World
•

DEBRA BARNES studied journalism and has been a regular
contributor to the Jewish News. Since January 2017, she runs
a project for The Association of Jewish Refugees (AJR) to
produce individual life story books for Holocaust survivors and
refugees.
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A Mathematical Mystery is an original series of humorous
thrillers with a mathematical twist. Perfect for fans of Sue
Townsend, Malcolm Price or Ben Aaronovitch – and you don’t
have to be a maths buff to appreciate these tangled cases!

RIGHTS AVAILABLE:

Jonathan Pinnock is the author of Mrs Darcy versus the Aliens,
the Scott Prize-winning short story collection Dot Dash, the
memoir Take it Cool and the poetry collection Love and Loss
and Other Important Stuff.

Translation - World

Praise for Jonathan Pinnock:

ALL SERIES TITLES:

‘Lovely stuff.’ Ian Rankin
‘A series of humorous, riotous mathematical mysteries.’
David Nicholls

Audio

Film/TV
Radio

1 - The Truth About
Archie and Pye

2 - A Question of Trust

3 - The Riddle of the Fractal Monks
4 - A Bad Day in Minsk

Battlestar Suburbia is an original series of comic SF adventures, set in a dystopian space future in which humans have
become an underclass of cleaners for a society of sentient
machines. For fans of the high concepts and down-to-earth
humour of Jasper Fforde, Douglas Adams, Terry Pratchett
and Doctor Who.
Chris McCrudden was born in South Shields and has been, at
various points in his life, a butcher’s boy, a burlesque dancer
and a hand model for a giant V for Victory sign on Canary
Wharf. He now lives in London and, when not writing books,
works in PR.

‘Festooned with cunning punnery, sharp turns of phrase …
a comic novel of our times.’
Financial Times

RIGHTS AVAILABLE:
Translation - World
Film/TV
Radio

ALL SERIES TITLES:
1 - Battlestar Suburbia
2 - Battle Beyond the Dolestars
3 - Sashay to the Centre
of the Earth

Darkwood is a modern fairy tale series that will bewitch
grown-up fans of Terry Pratchett and younger readers alike.
Magic is forbidden in Myrsina, along with other abominations
such as girls doing maths. This is bad news for Gretel Mudd,
who doesn’t perform magic but does know a lot of maths.
When her inventions prompt the sinister masked Huntsmen
to accuse her of witchcraft, Gretel must act fast to help the
Witches save the Darkwood and her home village...
Gabby Hutchinson Crouch (Horrible Histories, Newzoids,
The News Quiz, The Now Show) has a background in satire
and was born in Pontypool in Wales, and raised in Ilkeston,
Derbyshire. Gabby moved to Canterbury at 18 to study at the
University of Kent and ended up staying there.
‘One of the funniest writers I know.’
Sarah Millican

RIGHTS AVAILABLE:
Translation - World
Audio
Film/TV
Radio
ALL SERIES TITLES:
1 - Darkwood
2 - Such Big Teeth
3 - Glass Coffin

The Billy Chaka series: these whodunnits will take you on
a surreal thrill-ride through the city of the future – a place
where no one can escape the past. Packed with enough
over-the-top fists action to make Jackie Chan cry, this
hilarious send-up is a pop culture potpourri of sub-epic
ALL SERIES TITLES:
proportion.

1 - Battlestar Suburbia

Isaac Adamson's first novel, Tokyo Suckerpunch, was to be
made into a film by Sony Pictures Entertainment. He has
written three further books in the Billy Chaka series, as well
as the standalone novel Complication. He lives in Portland,
Oregon.

“Adamson paints an ultra-modern Tokyo that
contrasts with its enigmatic history like neon against
a dark sky.” Christopher Moore

RIGHTS AVAILABLE:
Translation
- World
SERIES TITLES
Audio
‘Highly recommended! Well written,
engrossing and entertaining.’
ALL SERIES TITLES
Suckerpunch
1 -Tokyo
‘Satire
at its
finest.’
2 - Hokkaido Popsicle
‘A 3rollicking
riotPachinko
of insanity.
- Dreaming
I laughed
my way
through
4 - Kinki
Lullaby
this story.’

The Transplant Tetralogy: four different tales that consider
the possibilities, bizarre inevitabilities, and unintended
consequences of one of the greatest achievements of
medical science. Each instalment of the TransplantALL
Tetralogy
SERIES TITLES:
takes you on a darkly comic exploration of the world of organ
1 - exceeds
Battlestar Suburbia
transplants. This is what happens when demand
supply…

Bill Fitzhugh is the award-winning author of ten comic and
satiric crime novels. His debut, Pest Control, was translated
into half a dozen languages, the film rights sold to Warner
Brothers, produced as a popular radio show in Germany,
and as a stage musical in Los Angeles.

“A thrilling tale of science run amok… laugh-out-loud
send-ups of the madness of modern life.” Booklist

RIGHTS AVAILABLE:
Translation
- World
SERIES TITLES
Audio
‘Highly recommended! Well written,
engrossing and entertaining.’
ALL SERIES TITLES
1 - Heart
Seizure
‘Satire
at its
finest.’
2 - Human Resources
‘A 3rollicking
riot Grinders
of insanity.
- The Organ
I laughed
my way
through
4 - Perfect
Harvest
this story.’

